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Tevatron

…by this point, you’ve seen this picture many times and much of the
Run 2 results from the Tevatron
I’ll be concentrating more on the tools that we’ll need for the LHC and the 
lessons  we’ve learned from the Tevatron



Let me just say

 Tevatron (and CDF
and D0) are runnning
well



This year’s Les Houches well-named

 …or even a bit
pessimistic

 Physics at TeV
Colliders
◆ From 800 pb-1 at the

Tevatron to 30 fb-1 at
the LHC

◆ May 2 - 20, 2005



Discovering  the SM at the LHC

 Before we publish BSM
discoveries from the early running
of the LHC, we want to make
sure that we measure/understand
SM cross sections
◆ detector and reconstruction

algorithms operating properly
◆ SM physics understood

properly
◆ SM backgrounds to BSM

physics correctly taken into
account

 ATLAS and CMS will have a
program to measure production
of SM processes: inclusive jets,
W/Z + jets, heavy flavor during
first year
◆ one advantage is  that we’ve

already discovered the SM at
the Tevatron so we have
useful experience to go with



SM predictions



SM predictions

...too often this is the only 
emphasis by experimenters



Sometimes a parton shower just isn’t enough

Backgrounds to this SUSY search >> if use ME rather  than parton shower predictions



Cross sections at the LHC

 Experience at the Tevatron is
very useful, but scattering at
the LHC  is not necessarily
just “rescaled” scattering at
the Tevatron

 Small typical momentum
fractions x in many key
searches
◆ dominance of gluon and

sea quark scattering
◆ large phase space for

gluon emission
◆ intensive QCD

backgrounds



NLO
 Perturbative calculations have a

realistic normalization (and
sometimes shape) only at NLO

◆ NLO calculations can guide us in our
experimental analyses; acceptances,
templates, etc…

◆ …and in some cases we can make
direct comparisons of corrected data
to NLO

 Parton level calculations have
been performed for all 2->2 hard
scattering and some  2->3 hard
processes

◆ state of the art is W/Z + 2 jets
◆ W/Z + 3 jets perhaps in the next few

years
▲ problem with multi-leg virtual

integrations
▲ many loop integrals
▲ enormous expressions large

numerical cancellations

 See
www.cedar.ac.uk/hep
code  for collection of
NLO codes, such as



MCFM
 Handy one-stop shopping for

partonic level processes at
both LO and NLO
◆ few more pages of

processes in addition to
what is shown at the right

◆ many more will be added
in the near future (see next
slides)

 I’ve been generating large
ROOT-ntuples for LHC
predictions for processes such
as W +1,2 jets,t-tbar,  WW->H
production, etc for use by
ATLAS (and CMS)
◆ ~400M events per sample
◆ ten’s of GB’s



NLO vs LO: example from the Tevatron

Lesson:  HT is a dangerous variable to use for any analysis for which
shape discrimination is important
…less inclusive variables have less difference between LO and NLO



The “maligned” experimenter’s wishlist



NLO calculation priority list from Les Houches
2005: theory benchmarks

Stefan Dittmair has promised to
finish at least one of these before the LHC
turns on (finishing tT + jet  now)

can we develop rules-of-thumb
about size of HO corrections?



Calculation priority list from Les Houches 2005

now been
completed
by Ellis, Giele,
Zanderighi



Walter Giele at the Tevatron Connection meeting

…by late 2007:
all 2->3 
processes,including
heavy quark
masses; some 
2->4 processes
…and interface
to parton shower



NNLO
 A few cross sections

have been calculated
to NNLO
◆ inclusive W/Z
◆ W/Z/Higgs rapidity
◆ inclusive jet still 2?

years off; needed for
true NNLO pdf’s

 Often just a K-factor
◆ but needed for

precision physics
such as with W/Z



W/Z cross sections at the Tevatron



W/Z cross sections at the Tevatron





Aside: PDF’s



Nuts and bolts of fits



Estimating pdf uncertainties



Hessian method

20 for CTEQ6



PDF uncertainties

 pdf uncertainties only make
sense at NLO (or higher) since
this is the first order at which the
normalization is believable

 In most kinematic regions of
interest at the LHC, pdf
uncertainties are small
◆ one exception is high ET jet

production
 I’ve heard people say that the

LHC will spend its first year
measuring pdf’s

 Measuring pdf’s is precision
physics

 ATLAS will spend its first year
being constrained by pdf’s

 Using LHAPDF, can easily
calculate pdf uncertainties for any
observable using pdf weights

Note that you can roughly estimate pdf 
uncertainties for many processes using plots 
like the one below. I’ll produce more.



Validity of NLO predictions



Negative gluon



NLO stability



Using pdf uncertainties



Uncertainties on Sudakov form factors

 Stefan Gieseke
showed that the
Sudakov form factors
have very little
dependence on the
particular pdf’s used
◆ hep-ph/0412342

 So pdf weighting
works for parton
shower Monte Carlos
as well as fixed order
calculations



LO vs NLO pdf’s for parton shower MC’s

 For NLO calculations, use  NLO pdf’s
(duh)

 What about  for parton shower Monte
Carlos?

◆ somewhat arbitrary assumptions (for
example fixing Drell-Yan
normalization)  have to be made in LO
pdf fits

◆ DIS data in global fits affect LO pdf’s
in ways that may not directly transfer
to LO hadron collider predictions

◆ LO pdf’s for the most  part are outside
the NLO pdf error band

◆ LO matrix elements for many of the
processes that we want to calculate
are not so different from NLO matrix
elements

◆ by adding parton showers, we are
partway towards NLO anyway

◆ any error is formally of NLO
 (my recommendation) use NLO pdf’s

◆ pdf’s must be + definite in regions of
application (CTEQ is so by def’n)

 Note that this has implications for MC
tuning, i.e. Tune A uses CTEQ5L

◆ need tunes for NLO pdf’s

…but at the end of the day this is still LO physics;
There’s no substitute for honest-to-god NLO.



upbar/downbar



gluon

similar for MRST
compare to CTEQ5L,
used for most MC’s



bottom/charm



Example: inclusive jet production at the LHC

 Differences between
predictions with LO and
NLO pdf’s larger than pdf
uncertainty



 Less difference between NLO and NNLO pdf’s



Impact on UE tunes
 5L significantly steeper at low

x and Q2

 Rick Field working on tunes to
CTEQ6.1



Matrix element and parton shower
predictions

(see earlier plots)

ALPGEN
SHERPA + Mrenna

(Madgraph +
Pythia)



MC@NLO
 Ideally, want NLO normalization

and kinematics while retaining the
effects of multiple gluon radiation
and hadronization
◆ many papers written on the

subject
 MC@NLO (Frixione/Webber) is

only program in use by
experimenters

 Working model has new
collaborators coming in to work
on favorite process

◆ Eric Laenen and student: single top
production (now complete)

◆ Vittorio del Duca and Carlo Oleari:
WH and WW fusion to Higgs

◆ Bill Kilgore and Steve Ellis: inclusive
jet production (started at Les
Houches)

proverbial 
NLO MC-in-hand

 proverbial 2-in-bush



MC@NLO in a nutshell



Benchmark studies for LHC

 Goal: produce predictions/event samples corresponding to 1 and
10 fb-1

 Cross sections will serve as
◆ benchmarks/guidebook for SM expectations in the early

running
▲ are systems performing nominally? are our calorimeters

calibrated?
▲ are we seeing signs of “unexpected” SM physics in our

data?
▲ how many of the signs of new physics that we undoubtedly

will see do we really believe?
◆ feedback for impact of ATLAS data on reducing uncertainty on

relevant pdf’s and theoretical predictions
◆ venue for understanding some of the subtleties of physics

issues
 Companion review article on hard scattering physics at  the LHC

by John Campbell, James Stirling and myself



SM benchmarks for the LHC

 expected cross sections for useful processes
◆ inclusive jet production 

▲ simulated jet events at the LHC
▲ jet production at the Tevatron

– a link to a CDF thesis on inclusive jet production in Run 2
– CDF results from Run II using the kT algorithm

◆ photon/diphoton
◆ Drell-Yan cross sections
◆ W/Z/Drell Yan rapidity distributions
◆ W/Z as luminosity benchmarks
◆ W/Z+jets, especially the Zeppenfeld plots
◆ top pairs

▲ ongoing work, list of topics (pdf file)

See www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/ 

Les_Houches_2005/Les_Houches_SM.html
(includes CMS as well as ATLAS) 



More of benchmark webpages

 what are the uncertainties? what are the limitations of
the theoretical predictions?
◆ indicate scale dependence of cross sections as well

as pdf uncertainties
◆ how do NLO predictions differ from LO ones?

 to what extent are the predictions validated by current
data?

 what measurements could be made at the Tevatron
and HERA before then to add further information?



More…
 technical benchmarks

◆ jet algorithm comparisons
▲ midpoint vs simple iterative cone vs kT

– top studies at the LHC
– an interesting data event at the Tevatron that examines different

algorithms
▲ Building Better Cone Jet Algorithms

– one of the key aspects for a jet algorithm is how well it can match to
perturbative calculations; here is a 2-D plot for example that shows
some results for the midpoint algorithm and the CDF Run 1 algorithm
(JetClu)

– here is a link to Fortran/C++ versions of the CDF jet code
◆ fits to underlying event for 200 540, 630, 1800, 1960 GeV data

▲ interplay with ISR in Pythia 6.3
▲ establish lower/upper variations
▲ extrapolate to LHC
▲ effect on target analyses (central jet veto, lepton/photon isolation,

top mass?)



…plus more benchmarks that I have no time to discuss

◆ variation of ISR/FSR a la CDF (study performed by Un-Ki
Yang)

– low ISR/high ISR
– FSR

▲ power showers versus wimpy showers a la Peter Skands
▲ number of additional jets expected due to ISR effects (see also

Sudakov form factors)
▲ impact on top analyses
▲ effect on benchmarks such as Drell-Yan and  diphoton production

– goal is to produce a range for ISR predictions that can then be
compared at the LHC to Drell-Yan and to diphoton data

◆ Sudakov form factor compilation
▲ probability for emission of 10, 20, 30 GeV gluon in initial state for

hard scales of 100, 200, 500, 1000, 5000 GeV for quark and gluon
initial legs

▲ see for example, similar plots for quarks and gluons for the
Tevatron from Stefan Gieseke

◆ predictions for W/Z/Higgs pT and rapidity at the LHC
▲ compare ResBos(-A), joint-resummation and Berger-Qiu for W

and Z



…ok I will discuss the ISR study



Look in detail at one of the benchmarks

 Inclusive jet production
◆ dσ/dpT/dy
◆ Δy: 0-1,1-2,2-3
◆ wide rapidity range crucial to

separate new physics from
pdf effects

 Differential dijet production
◆ dσ/dpT1dy1dpT2dy2

 W/Z/Drell-Yan production
◆ dσ/dy
◆ AFB
◆ WW,Wγ(γ)
◆ W/Z + jets (1,2,3,4…)

 Single photon production
◆ dσ/dpTdy

 Underlying event
◆ effects of variations on above

analyses

 Look at existing MC
samples/generate
needed ones to establish
jet cross section over full
kinematic range of LHC
◆ sample of  events through

full simulation
◆ examine results using

different jet algorithms

 Re-weight to NLO for use
as pseudo-experiments
in CTEQ global pdf fits



 Inclusive jet production and jet  algorithms



New pdf’s

 By popular demand,
an αs series of pdf’s
for CTEQ6.2
◆ data set has some

changes wrt CTEQ6.1
 CTEQ7 will be

coming out in the
near term future
◆ LO, NLO and NNLO,

along with error sets
◆ any other  requests? from top to bottom: αs =0.112, 0.114,

0.116,0.118,0.120,0.122,0.124

αs uncertainty < pdf uncertainty



 Example of a NLO analysis: inclusive jet production in CDF

 Experimental cross section is
corrected to parton level and then
compared to parton level
calculation from EKS
◆ correct jets from calorimeter

level to hadron level
◆ correct for smearing
◆ correct for underlying event

▲ run Pythia with/without
underlying event

◆ correct for hadronization
▲ correct for energy deposited

outside the cone from
partons whose trajectories lie
inside the cone

▲ run Pythia with/wo
hadronization



Inclusive jet cross section using cone algorithm

Systematic uncertainty better than
Run 1; many man-years (and 
~4 physical years) to bring this
about

Run 1 stopped 
roughly here



kT results agree with cone results

 Both algorithms can (and
should) be used in
hadron-hadron collider
environments

Run 2 results agree with enhanced
high x gluon derived from Run 1
data



Trying different algorithms on one Run 2 events



Jet algorithms

 To date, emphasis in
ATLAS (and CMS) has
been (deservedly so) on
jet energy calibration and
not on details of jet
algorithms

 But some attention to the
latter will be necessary
for precision physics

 Big effort by CMS at Les
Houches on this aspect
◆ see benchmark webpages



Example: cone algorithms



From TeV4LHC webpage

 www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/tev4lhc/wg.htm

 A stand-alone CDF Fortran/C++ jet clustering routine is available here.
 Some descriptive text from Matthias Tonnesmann is available here.

 The Monte Carlo events that resulted in "fat jets" or "dark towers" in the
CDF clustering are available here (along with some descriptive text from

Matthias).



D0 report at the TeV4LHC meeting at CERN

What about ATLAS and CMS?



Example: Unexpected new SM physics

 In a recent paper (hep-
ph/0503152), Stefano
Moretti and Douglas
Ross have shown large
1-loop weak corrections
to the inclusive jet cross
section at the LHC

 Effect goes as
αWlog2(ET

2/MZ
2)

 Confirmation is important
 Other (unsuspected)

areas where weak
corrections are
important?

25% at 3 TeV/c



W + jets at the Tevatron and LHC

 One of the most promising
channels for Higgs production at
the LHC is through WW fusion

 Plan is to veto on backgrounds
from Zjj by requiring no central
jets (between tagging jets)

 Look at W + jets at the
Tevatron as a way of testing
central jet rate and distribution
◆ analysis in progress; result
     will be absolute cross sections

corrected  to parton level
 Extrapolate to LHC using

MCFM and CKKW
◆ paper in progress

2 tagging jets F/B, Δη>2;
look at relative rapidity of 
3rd  jet

note 
central dip
with CKKW;
CKKW knows
about 
Sudakov suppression
for central jet emission



Summary

 Theoretical program to develop a broad range
of tools for LHC
◆ up to us to make use of them/drive the development

of what we need
 Program for SM benchmarks for LHC underway

◆ www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/Les_Houches_2005/Les_
Houches_SM.html

◆ will go into Les Houches proceedings, summarize in
an ATLAS note



TeV4LHC info

 TeV4LHC: 
conferences.fnal.gov/tev4lhc/

 QCD
◆ www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/

tev4lhc/wg.htm
 TopEW

◆ www.hep.anl.gov/tait/tev4l
hc/topew.html

 Higgs
◆ www-

clued0.fnal.gov/~iashvili/T
eV4LHC_higgs/higgs.html

 Landscape

 Final meeting at
Fermilab in October


